
Your Remote Workforce Toolkit
In times of great change, it’s important to be responsive and nimble. Empower your workforce 
to work as productively (or more) while remote.
 
Sleep better knowing your remote staff is working effectively.

“ Other tracking tools only give you a broad overview. 
GrowPath gives you a complete and comprehensive look 
at what your remote staff is doing.”

- Michael Jordan, attorney

GrowPath gives you clarity as a new structure for your 
workforce emerges. Monitor your staff regardless of their 
location to ensure they’re working as diligently as they were 
before transitioning to remote work.

Employee productivity tracker:
Measure what matters most to your firm — especially now

GrowPath allows you to effectively manage your remote 
workforce and keep your firm thriving. Measure browser 
activity, page views, emails sent, calls made, and 
documents merged or attached for easy analysis.

Compile key productivity indicators: 
Become a data-driven practice

Get intuitive insight into your firm. Compare individual 
employees or practice areas against their averages, 
other employees, or levels of pre-pandemic activity — all 
viewable in user-friendly bar graphs.

Cloud-based oversight:
Thrive amidst pandemic challenges

NEW!
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With our job-sharing tool, users can submit, view, and sort 
unfulfilled billing, medical, and other record requests from across 
the firm. By bundling your outstanding requests, you drastically 
simplify the process and save steps.

Document request hub:
Centralize repetitive tasks

NEW!

With GrowPath, print and mail requests can be sent from 
anywhere. On-site staff can then review, edit, print, and post the 
materials. This improves efficiency, and saves you from having to 
equip remote employees with home printers and stamps.

Remote print queue:
Remote employees still need first-class mail

Click-to-call, email, or text clients directly from the record. 
The firm number is displayed on outbound communications 
— even when you use your personal device. Responses are 
auto-added as notes — no copy/paste required.

Streamlined communications: 
Client outreach made easy

It’s vital to capture your firm’s data comprehensively to take 
your business to the next level. With GrowPath, you can see 
your data in informative, interactive, and exciting new ways. 

Data visualization:
Superior analytical tools

https://growpath.com/demo/
https://growpath.com/intake-software/

